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Herefordshire & Worcestershire LPC Meeting Minutes for 26th September 

2019 

Countryside Centre, Wildwood Drive, Worcester WR5 ZLG 
 

Chair: Duncan Murray (DM) 

Attending: Wayne Ryan (WR), Akwal Singh (AS), Kathy Robinson (KR), Chetan Parmar (CP), Selina Gill 

(SG), Ahmed Zackeria (AZ) 

Apologies: Amy Broomhall (AB),  Sally Rowberry (SR)  

Did not attend: Mitesh Bhalla (MB) 

DOI and expenses forms circulated 

Introductions to CP  

Minutes and matters arising: Close sections 

- FL explained that the CCA have come up with considerations and options for CHS. They are 

about to declare year 2 accounts – £400,00.00 turnover, with a loan of £100,00.00 For 

tendering the finances are looked at and CHS are concerned the loan may affect the 

tendering, 25% of turnover is sitting as a loan. Most LPCs did not expect the money to come 

back and PSNC suggested the loan be written off but CCA not happy with that – so option 1 = 

do nothing but keep in review where we are with the loan, due 2026. Option 2 = change the 

MOU to say that there isn’t a date but have to start paying back once they are in profit (think 

about £15,000.00 this year) moving towards breaking even. It allows CHS to set e.g say once 

hit ‘x’ net profit start paying a percentage back to LPCs pro rata. Need to decide which the 

LPC thinks is most appropriate. Thoughts? Discussion over the options, no desire to draw 

money straight back and cause any issues. For both options if CHS make no profit then will 

have no repayment anyway. 

- Vote = Option 1 (all members) – leave as it is and as we get nearer reassess.  

- FL explained that CHS are also looking at other avenues. If they went under it would affect a 

lot of services and generally make pharmacy look bad. LPC need to support CHS more in 

both getting and supporting services they have. CHS payment is based on hitting target and 

activity. There is a tender out to provide healthy living advice in the PCNs, if we wanted to 

bid it would be up to LPC to support CHS in that process and support managing the contract. 

Either resource or money, or how else can they exist.  

 

CCA questions:  

Same PCN questions WR and SG covering. 

LPC Conference feedback: 

WR, SG and FL attended yesterday.  All found it an Interesting conference. WR explained Simon 

Dukes and Sue Killen both have a political background in civil service, which means they work 

differently within PSNC than in the past. Not a lot more information was given. BMA gave a talk on 
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their new contract and they’re having to work differently as well. There was a feel from the LMC that 

they wanted to work with LPC. DM – branded generics is the issue there. No new information or 

clarity. Pharmacy is going to be completely different but no direction of how to get there. FL – 

sounded like it was all caveats about the pilots. CPCS is the most important, reiterated all day, need 

to pull this off well, very clear that this is pharmacies test. Difficult as a lot of CPCS is out of our 

control. Referrals are not that frequent, 1-3 a week, FL explained the pilot for GP-CPCS in 

Warwickshire. 

Meds reconciliation is linked to TCAM.  

FL added that they did not talk about unallocated funds. Establish payment is going and it will be 

volume based.  

WR thought they haven’t painted the vision of what they want and haven’t given any detail. Very 

clear that they do want to get rid of pressures on the doctors. Pull everything that a doctor doesn’t 

have to do out through 111 and send whatever they can to pharmacy. The GP pilots are not going to 

do the red flags, pharmacy are going to pick up and then refer back. Will be interesting to see how it 

works. 

Very clear that if CPCS does not work then nothing else will come. Discussion over the CPCS service 

and payment. 

Online CPCS is also being piloted elsewhere.  

WR thinks should get rid of as much of the free work as possible. Eventually with CPCS the patients 

won’t go around the system and would go straight to the pharmacy which will mean no £14.00 

payment fee. 

Discussion on pilot outcomes elsewhere.  

FL – a lot of noise about the point of CPCS, patient valued etc, which came out as being as much 

value as whether they needed anything or not. GP stated that sometimes it is just making the 

patient feel they are being listened to and some reassurance. Need to make sure pharmacies feel 

confident to make the reassurance. The National NHS 111 service take out the red flags, the GP one 

does not.  

There is no compulsory training from the 111 CPCS. CPPE are putting on training in November and 

January, only 24-48 places. The LPC have put some money aside for training, Warks LPC have used 

ECG for training for their GP CPCS pilot. 

Still lacking a lot of detail, PCN, PQS, Pilots, uncertainty with parliament,  

Hep C is going to come before Christmas. Vaccination to a drug user who is not one of your 

treatment schemes. Will be a point of care test, dry blood spot. In Birmingham they did it through a 

pharma company and the fee was about £35, but unsure what this one will be.  

FL added that the Directors seemed downbeat. They said 1000 people signed up across 8 roadshows, 

but if you think 11,000 pharmacies it would only be about 500 pharmacies represented  

FL explained that the PCN session at the LPC New Contract event can be used to tick off the PCN 

requirement for PQS.  

Discussion over PCN leads within the LPC. Difficulties with pharmacists being released for PCN 

meetings etc especially within flu season etc. 
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The conference made clear that PSNC feel stretched, suggested an external body come and look at 

how everyone is working and whether there is a more effective way of working. There were also 

suggestions of needing more money. Gave all attendees a form to complete on what LPCs think 

should be included in the discussions. All members contributed views on what collective support 

looks like, areas of topics for review, making the review inclusive, transparent and fair. All members 

agree funding and capacity need to be considered. Roles between the LPC and PSNC to avoid 

duplication. Sharing and agreeing the criteria for any review before use. Understand the impact of 

proposals and have a set of recommendations that all agree on. LPC represents Contractors.  

Other comments - DM – no clarity no plan and no direction. What will a successful pharmacy look 

like in 5 years-time – need a model, where are the items going? The workload does not add up. 

What does the transition look like? AS – more transparent on what they discuss when they are 

negotiating. KR - more timely communication and maybe an idea of the comms they are going to be 

sending out, so we do not duplicate. SG – predictable timescales. Sometimes feels that they know 

more than they are letting on. All members agree that transparency is really important.  

FL noted that only 1000 pharmacies have signed up so far to the CPCS service.  

Discussion over the remaining MUR categories, and the poor explanation from PSNC.  

FL felt they glossed over some of the terms of service, for example HLP level 1 and needing a 

consultation room. Implied that can claim an exemption for a period of time. There also needs to be 

IT in the consultation room. Issue around having to offer the CPCS service every hour that the 

pharmacy is open. PSNC worried that having to go down a route of different terms of service for 

different pharmacies. Difficulties over DSPs.  

They did discuss Hub and Spoke model. 

Sexual Health Update Worcester – KR 

Worcestershire want to have a service through Pharmacies, KR went with Dr Melanie Mann to see 

the umbrella service in Birmingham. It is run by the university at Birmingham. Melanie is desperately 

trying to get funding to do oral combined and Chlamydia treatment and EHC. Melanie is going to see 

Wolverhampton which would be more similar, run by the care trust. She is still waiting for funding 

confirmation, going to try and get more doctors onboard to train pharmacies. Her idea is to maybe 

start with a pilot in Redditch, Kidderminster and Worcester, focusing on 

Friday/Saturday/Sunday/Monday morning or looking at hotspots and times to see if can set up with 

a pilot to start with before rolling out. She has sent the first draft of PGD’s, but they need looking at. 

Once she has confirmation of funding will meet with KR and FL to discuss next steps. FL thinks they 

urgently need to get EHC sorted out across the patch to get EllaOne in, so they are choosing the 

correct product. The Birmingham Umbrella is on a much bigger scale. WR noted that too much 

training and requirements will kill a service. Idea is that instead of big training events on one date 

she wants to be able to do smaller ones more regularly. Should distinguish that they need to get EHC 

sorted across the patch at scale as soon as possible, shouldn’t require anything other than CPPE sign 

off. The extra training would be needed for the OC starts and treatments etc. maybe one in each 

area. The reason she said about the mornings was based on the data from Birmingham. Need to pick 

up with Melanie that there is no point until there is money secured and need to get the EllaOne out 

first before anything else. Have also done Screen and Treat before. All agree training needs to be 

kept to a minimum, or maybe share some of the training dates with Birmingham.  

Most positive thing is that Melanie is keen and wanting to push the service.  
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These services sit outside of PCNs, it is the council. FL explained it seems that CCG’s are still doing 

the commissioning, but the funding is going to PCN level.  

N.B - Worcester and Hereford CCGs are merging now, and medicines management team is being led 

by Jane Freeguard. Alison Rogers thinks she may get all of community Pharmacy for Herefordshire 

and Worcestershire. This would be good news.  

Accounts: CLOSED 

CPCF – What is the plan? 

Group work using flip chart. 

Contractor Support: 

- Director names / contact details for PCNs 

- PSNC splitting pharmacies into PCNs 

- Contractor Event 20th October 2019: Overview of Contract, Terms of Service, gateway, CPPE, 

PQS (tick of dementia friendly checklist and PCN points), PCN. – try and focus on the first 2 

years. Go through each of the bundles. Action planning / enabler section. Q & A section. The 

Afternoon will be focussed on PCNs, training session on what PCNs are about and how they 

will work. Will prepare handouts and slides, with briefing documents. Use the timeline from 

the Newsletters as well. Attendees will be arranged to be sitting in their PCNs. LPC Members 

need to read up on PCNs. Purpose of the afternoon is to introduce PCN pharmacies and 

discuss what is known about that PCN, know the LPC Lead, Clinician in PCN to Lead, then the 

information can be shared – so they have the name of lead, which surgeries and which 

pharmacies – so get a point for being engaged. Then the Lead will need to contact the 

Clinical Director of the PCN. We would also like each Pharmacy to have a point of contact for 

PCN work.  

- Need further push on Events, even more so for the afternoon PCN session.  

- General feel that Contractors do not understand the importance PCNs. 

- Need to also think of contingency plan if do not get the numbers for the Events – perhaps 

visiting the pharmacies in PCNs.  

- LPC need to be clear that there is a transparent process if there is more than one person 

wanting to be the lead. Hopefully PSNC will release some criteria to choose. There is money 

attached now so need to be mindful.  

- Contractor visits discussed: especially with importance of CPCS 111 service.  

- PCN conversations / discussions – mechanisms for re-referral to GPs after CPCS (license etc), 

red flags 

- Investigate flipchart referral guidance (have in Warwickshire)  

- PCN pack still being worked on but will be ready for the Event. 

- Continuation of LPC comms 

- AZ noted that he has spoken with the Clinical Lead of Nightingales and they have expressed 

a keen interest in using Pharmacy.  

Discussion over putting on a Leadership Day. There is an argument that it will tick the box for HLP. 

HLP is no longer an add on. Guidance on how to do. Would have to be looked at after Christmas. 

 

CPCS: 
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- Discussed offering ECG training, after CPPE have filled their places. 

- Perhaps having another launch event 

- Need to express how important it is and ensure people apply in time 

- Importance of the communication within the service with patients and consultation.  

- Changing mindset to consultation not sale 

- Implementation: help? Request from NHSE and PSNC to get involved with the groups from 

urgent care to see how its going to work around red flags etc.  

Discussion on level of engagement to give to pharmacies who will not engage – only so much 

can do. Have support packs on the websites for closures as well. LPC can point people in the 

right direction e.g NPA, Pharmacy Support. Looking at Business awareness training.  

Visits: 

- To support Contractors 

- Based on PCN groups – got to get passed the challenge of working with competitors  

- 1- 2 days – based on geographies  

- Would not need to visit those who attend the PCN session on 20th October and before the 

LPC meeting on 23rd November 2019 

- Take the pack  

- Would need to pay for time of member. 

- Introductions, names of leads, explain the lead is not representing their pharmacy – but as 

community pharmacy for the PCN, no collusion, give the handout pack from the event, page 

on your PCN and mechanism for sending info. Encourage those pharmacies to take part. 

- 30 mins visits 

- Should mention CPCS as well 

- Get FAQ from PSNC website 

 

AGM  

open from 2.00pm – no planned attendees.  

FL has prepared a draft Annual Report – read through for members. 

 

TCAM – Transfer of Care about Medicines: 

The last AHSN geography to start TCAM service. Everywhere else has had no money attached. We 

have asked NHSE for some money and have agreed locally to budget of £300,000.00, which is not 

much across the geography, so will have the opportunity to do 10 in the first instance. The Acute 

Hospitals (G5) do meet and work as a group. There will be an information evening on 13th November 

in Coventry and 14th November in Worcester. Then the hospitals will go on in phases. The first will be 

George Elliot, before Christmas, then South Warwickshire and possibly Herefordshire. Will explain 

the service and PharmOutcomes (PO) will be shown. The AHSN Lead, Emma Sugget(?), knows all the 

chief Pharmacists in the West Midlands so is the right person. FL has said for Herefordshire and 

Worcestershire to go live in January. Any patient ties in with NMS category, left over MUR categories 

– information will be put in by hospital which will then appear in PO, can choose to reject but that 

will be monitored, and only paid if go through the process. Once you have the information you have 

a duty of care to do something with it. It is a medicines reconciliation, which is why pretty sure that 
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will be the service going forward. Meant to talk to the patient face to face within 10 days, but can do 

some over the phone, difficult to get that particular cohort of patients in. Only funded up to when 

the medicine reconciliation service comes in.  

Will have an ‘ask the LPC’ stand at the event on 20th October.  

SG raised that we need to touch base with the LMC. A conversation inviting an LMC member to 

come to the November or January LPC meeting. Ideally November meeting. Suggested in the PSNC 

conference, there was an LMC representative there. FL to try through Johnathan Wells as well as he 

has previously approached. Touching base with both Hereford and Worcester LMC Chief Officers. 

 

Meeting end. 

 

 


